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32% of customers make a second purchaseduring their first yearas a customer.
What are you doing to maximise the value ofthese customers?

8 7%

Increase in second purchases
month on month. As achieved by 

World of Books after implementing a 
segmented and personalised

programme with RedEye

The chance of customers in the single purchasers
segment, one of the largest segments of customers,
will purchase again if left alone.

The stats speak for themselves when looking at the
importance of driving that second purchase.
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Timeline

Have you
considered?

Welcome 
Back!

Getting the 
timing right

Many brands fail to target customers 
at the correct time. As a starting point 
use RFM analysis to determine when a 
customer is likely to start repurchasing 

with your brand, this allows you to 
time your campaign effectively.

Using RedEye’ssegmentation technology to target customers drove a year on year increase in revenue of 44%
for allbeauty.

Basic

Intermediate
Advanced

Spend Value
Target based on whether 
they have spent above or 
below your AOV, this will 
help you develop spend 

stretch content based on 
their spending.

Engagement
Driven

Target based on whether 
they have spent above or 
below your AOV, this will 
help you develop spend 

stretch content based on 
their spending.

Predictive
Analytics

Use RedEye’s predictive 
modelling to identify the 

right opportunity amongst 
your single purchasers such 

as who is most likely to 
purchase in the next

30 days.

TIME TO TARGET
YOUR CUSTOMERS

CHANNEL
MIX

83% 38%of brands interviewed in a
recent cencus used basic 

segmentation such as 
whether they are a

prospect or an
existing customer

of brands used
advanced
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(Web

Personalisation)
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Final chance

Fallback into
BAU campaigns

The potential percentage 
of increase in open rates 

when using SMS in
conjunction with email1

The potential percentage 
of increase in campaign 
reach when using paid 

social and email together

The potential percentage 
of increase in likelihood to 

purchase when using
paid social and
email together

Want to see how RedEye can
help you strengthen your
customer loyalty? Get in touch.
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